Conditional discrimination in the
squirrel monkey1
monkey's ability to learn and perform a
two-object conditional discrimination problem and a one-odd conditional discrimination problem.
METHOD AND PROCEDURE
Four squirrel monkeys were trained to
90% criterion on a simple discrimination
The Ss were four naive, adult male
problem, a two-object conditional discrimi- squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus). One
nation problem, and a one-odd conditional month prior to training, the Ss were
discrimination problem. Significant inter- individually caged, and a standard feeding
problem improvement was seen on the routine of five to six Purina Monkey Chow
one-odd task. Detailed analyses of the data biscuits was established ( this was sufficient
suggested that parts of the conditional to maintain body weight; in addition fresh
discrimination problems were learned sepa- fruit was given twice per week). During the
rately rather than some overall concept of experiment, the Ss were fed following the
the reward contingencies.
daily training session.
The Ss were trained in a gray, modified
Conditional discrimination, as the term
WGTA. The successive discriminanda in
both problems were a black or white
has been used in the nonhuman primate
literature, has been described by French
stimulus tray. The simultaneous discriminanda in the simple conditional discrimina(1965,p. 174)asfollows:
tion problem were a cross and a parallelo"In the simplest of conditional
gram (constructed of balsa wood, approxidiscriminations, there are two separable
sets of discriminanda: one simultaneous mately 1 x 2 x 3 in. and painted gray). The
simultaneous discriminanda in the one-odd
and one successive. All members of the
problem were circles and an I-shaped object
simultaneous set are present on all trials.
(same construction as the first problem; the
Only one member of the successive set
circles had a 2-in. diam and were 1 in. high).
appears on any trial. It signals the positive
General procedures for all problems were
and negative members of the simulta(a) reinforcement with currants, (b) interneous set for that trial."
trial intervals of 30 sec, and (c) limit of 40
There are several forms of conditional
trials per day. Training was conducted in a
discrimination problems, and on one form
small air-conditioned room which was
or another, rats (Lashley, 1938; North,
illuminated only by a 25-W bulb mounted in
Maller, & Hughes, 1958), cats (Joshi &
Warren, 1963), rhesus monkeys (Noer & the top center of the WGT A. The air
conditioner provided an effective masking
Harlow, 1946), chimpanzees (Nissen, Blum,
& Blum, 1949) and children (Gollin & Liss,
noise and a constant temperature of
1962) have been reported to master this
75 deg F.
ty{l! oflearning problem.
Three procedures were used to shape the
Apparently the squirrel monkey has not
Ss. (a) First, the Ss responded with
been tested with problems that are
reinforcement 25 times to one of two
compatible with French's (1965) descripuncovered foodwells; the rewarded foodwell
tion of conditional discrimination. Howon a given trial was randomly determined.
ever, Woodburne & Rieke (1966) reported (b) Second, the Ss learned to displace a gray
data on what they identified as a "Symbolic cube which was randomly positioned over
problem-one block" that appears to be
one of two foodwells; this was done until 25
reinforcements were obtained. ( c) Finally,
similar to conditional discrimination. They
presented the monkey with one of eight the Ss were trained on a simple objectdiscrimination problem (gray triangle vs
different sets of lines ( e.g., 5 horizontal
lines, 5 vertical lines, 20 vertical lines, etc.) gray circle with the triangle always
reinforced and the positions of the objects
as a sample which was then withdrawn, and
randomly determined) until 36 of 40
the monkey was allowed to respond to one
of three geometric forms. Correct respond- successive trials (90%) were responded to
ing depended on which geometric form was correctly.
The simple conditional discrimination
associated with the previously shown
pattern of lines. The problem differs from problem was structured such that if the
the traditional conditional discrimination stimulus tray was black, the cross was
problem in that the successive discriminan- reinforced, but if the tray was white, the
dum was not present with the simultaneous parallelogram was reinforced. The positions
of the cross and parallelogram and the
discriminandum.
The present work studied the squirrel sequences of stimulus-tray presentations
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Table l
Mean Trials to Criterion and Errors in the
Shaping and Discrimination Tasks
Task

Trials to Criterion

Shaping 1
25.5
Shaping 2
27.0
Simple discrimination
61.8
Conditional discrimination
two-object
420.0
one-odd
183.3

Errors
1.0
2.0
9.8
141.8
49.5

were· randomly determined. Training was
continued until a criterion of 36 correct of
40 successive trials was seen.
The one-odd conditional discrimination
was arranged so that on a given trial, two
gray circles and one gray I-shaped object
were present. If the stimulus tray was black,
reinforcement was under the I form, but if
the tray was white, either circle was
reinforced. Object positions and tray brightness sequences were randomly determined.
Training was continued to a criterion of 36
correct of 40 successive trials.

RESULTS
All Ss reached criterion in all tasks. The
mean number of trials to criterion and errors
for each of the shaping and training tasks
may be seen in Table 1. Individual S
performances in the two-object conditional
discrimination task ranged from 280 to 560
trials to criterion; whereas, on error scores
the range was from 104 to 190. The range of
individual performances on the one-odd
conditional discrimination problem was 80
to 240 trials to criterion and 17 to 74 errors.
Significantly fewer trials to criterion
(Mann-Whitney U, p = 0.014) and significantly fewer errors (Mann-Whitney U,
p = 0.014) were seen in the one-odd
conditional discrimination problem than
were seen on the two-object conditional
discrimination problem.
Chi-square analyses of the differences in
error scores when the reinforced object was
on the left vs the right in the two-object
conditional discrimination problem indicated that position was a significant factor
for three Ss. Two Ss had significantly more
errors when the reinforced object was on the
right (p < 0.001), while one S had
significantly more errors on the left
(p < 0.01). Similar analyses for the one-odd
problem indicated that one S made
significantly more errors when the reinforced object was in the center position
(p < 0.025).
Chi-square analyses of the differences in
error scores on the two-object conditional
discrimination problem as a function of the
brightness of the stimulus tray indicated
that significantly more errors were committed by three Ss if the tray was black
(p < 0.005). Similar analyses for the
one-odd problem suggested that tray
brightness was a factor for two Ss
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(p < 0.00I);however, one Shad more errors
with the white tray and the other had more
errors with the black.
DISCUSSION
The results show that the squirrel monkey
is capable oflearning two classical variations
of conditional discrimination. The significant interproblem improvement in performance from the two-object to the one-odd
conditional discrimination problem suggests
that the Ss may have been forrning a set to
learn (this was corroborated by post hoc
training with the same Ss soon after
completion of the present experiments on
five different two-object conditional discrimination problems; the Ss learned these
problems with means of 169, 100.5, 104.2,
138.2, and 189.5 trials to the same criterion
as previous problems and 58.2, 29, 23.5,
34.8, and 57.2 mean errors); however, it is
possible that the one-odd problem was
inherently easier to learn than the twoobject problem.
The analyses of errors as a function of
tray brightness suggested that this was a
significant factor for some of the monkeys.
These findings suggest that the monkeys
may have learned parts of the conditional
discrimination separately rather than learning the overall concept of the reward
contingencies. For example, the data suggest
that the white-tray/parallelogram association was learned with significantly fewer
errors than the black-tray/cross association.
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NOTES
1. The present work was based on the MS thesis
of the first author at the University of Georgia.
2. Now serving in the U.S. Army. Address
reprint requests to the second author.
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